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The Greatest Lie
Ever Believed
By Raushana Karriem

Saviour’s Day 2013 the
Honorable Silis Muhammad
addressed us his beloved
Afrodescendant People in
Atlanta, Georgia by giving us
an illuminating lecture on the
truth of our place in the Bible
and in history.
This enlightening lecture is
in the center spread of this
issue, as the Honorable Silis
Muhammad unveils the true
Moses, John The Baptist, and
Jesus. Their true identities
have been shrouded in lies by
those who stole the identity of
the ‘Children of Israel.’
Mr. Muhammad reveals how
the scriptures have been
changed and tampered to
accomplish this identity
theft, thus depriving the
true ‘Children of Israel’ their
birthright and their ‘promised
land.’
The ‘Children of Israel’ or
Abraham’s Seed was to serve
400 years in slavery in a
land not their own. “What
people have done that?” asks
Mr. Muhammad. You may
answer the “Jews” have done
that and that’s why they were
given Palestine. However,
Mr. Muhammad masterfully
pointed out that the Jews in
the Book of John, in the Bible
say, “We have never been in
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bondage to any man.”
Then how did it come to
pass that they convinced
the United Nations to give
them Palestine when the real
children of Israel were to
serve 400 years in slavery and
the Jews in scripture say they
were never in bondage to any
man? (John 8:44)
Why is the world of
Christianity rocked at its
foundation with scandals that
are now cr umbling the
Vatican forcing the Pope to
resign for the first time in 600
years?
We now witness America
falling from the inside, because
of murder, immorality, greed,
and lying.
The scripture says for God’s
Chosen People to “Come out
of her my people and be not
partakers of her plagues!”
Are these signs signaling the
End Time? What are the
‘slave children’ suppose to be
doing in this time?
Is it time for the slave children
to learn their true identity
and Exodus into a land they
can call their own?

The Honorable Silis
Muhammad points out that
“we cannot remain a Nation
swallowed up in America. We
are referencing the Exodus of
the slave children from the
slave master.”
Mr. Muhammad points out
that the true slave children
have served 400 years of
slavery in the Americas.
We know it to be true that
all Afrodescendants in the
Americas are the descendants
of slaves, and are living the
life today of an ex-slave.
Read, Mr. Muhammad’s
center spread article and
learn the true identity of
Moses, John The Baptist, and
Jesus. And lastly, your own
identity, and what you need
to be doing in this hour that
will save your life and that of
your children.
Learn what you need to
know to build an ‘Everlasting
Government’ that will live
forever.
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